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EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS

Only voltage free switches with a normally open output can be used to control
the ABLOY automatic swing door operator. Moreover, the total resistance of the
control switch and its wiring must not exceed 100 ohm, when the switch is
closed.
Such connections include a program selector, a normal or delayed pulse and a
locking circuit connection. One of the wires running to the switch carries +5 V
and the other the ground level of the control unit, when the switch is open.

1) Sequencing (2) 1
~

sequence control
<7.) 2 d2)Outside impulse inhiblV (2) 3Main power state ~

)LF--H (2) 4-
0 5

6) Resislor 5) inside (2) 6-
1000 ohm impulse 0 7Safety detector

4) Outside 0 8-
impulse 0 9

3) Locking circuit 0 10-
0 11

NO ' <7.) 12-
7) Lock control C 0-------- o :13-relay

'(1) !14~NC

8) GND ,-- - 0 ' 15
+12V DC f-- ... 0 16
GND _~17 CONTROL UNIT

+24V DC (i) I 0-'"
Max, output current 12VDC I 0,5A or 24VDC I 0_8A

JUMPERS

~ Sequence control; master and separate operator

•• Sequence control; slave operator
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EXTERNALCONNEcnONS

1) Sequencing
To program operators to function together, namely the correct closing
sequence for pair doors, sequential opening or interlock, The
operators are connected to a current loop (connectors 1 and 2)
The jumpers on the control unit will determine the master operator.
Only one operator can be master,

2) Outside impulse inhibit
Prevents the door opening on outside impulse, if connector 3 is
grounded. On battery operation the state of mains is in connector 3,

3) Locking circuit
Prevents the door opening if the circuit is open and door fully closed,
For example use a locking circuit micro switched keep such as the
ABLOY 8400.

O Note! Use always use a locking circuit when there is a lock fitted
, . to the door,

4) Outside impulse
The door opens immediately on a impulse, The contacts of a impulse
device must be potentialily free and have a normally open function.

5) Inside impulse
The door opens after preset delay (0 ... 15 sec)

6) Safety sensor
The sensor's output must be voltage-free and closing. The safety circuit has
a c1osed-circuit control. Connect the 1000 ohm resistance on the block
terminal to the safety sensor as shown in the schematic on page 19. The
total resistance of the safety sensor wiring must not exceed
100 ohm, when the switch is closed. The safety sensor will stop a door which
is about to open if an obstacle is detected in the sensor range. The safety
operation zone; refer control point 27. .

7) Lock control relay
Contacts ratings: Max power 0,8A/30V resistive.

0,3A/30V inductive

The relay reacts to an opening impulse. The relay hold time
adjustment refer to control point 22,

8) 12 & 24V DC outputs
The control unit provides 12 and 24 V regulated output,
Max current: 24 V DC 0.8 A or

12V DC 0,5 A
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INTERNAL CONNECTIONS

o

Mains 0'
switch -

1I5V
230V

Select the
right supply
voltage with
the brown wire

+ JCJ[-
_I:J

Motor

Battery

T 800rllA n--

J'OPENMANUALAUTO
Remove
connections,
when using
separate
program switch

LEO

X4 EJ Pulse counter

27 (I) red

26 (I) loci<

+25 " '""-24 " k

+23 (I)

-22 (I) leek

21 (I) red

20 " .'lId<

19 "CONTROL UNIT

+

Permanent wiring shall be
employed if required by
local codes.
Permanentw~ingshall
made by following manner

Sequencing
_. ill 1

ill 2
ill 3
ill 4
ill 5

Resistor ill 6
1000 ohm (I) 7

(I) e
<2) 9

Locking (I) 10
arcuit <2) 11

(I) 12
Q; 13
Q; 14
(I) 15
(I) 16
ill 17
(I)
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ADJUSTMENT OF DOOR MOVEMENTS

Pulse disk
A pulse disk fitted to the drive shaft is used to determine the door closed
position. This is achieved by the pulse counter calculating a series of holes
aroung the circumference of the disk, one of which is open. When the perimeter
sensor locates the edge of the notch the door operator stops the door.

Pulse counter
The counter has three sensors. Two count
the pulses and the disk direction, the
other senses the perimeter of the disk.

n. ./

Adjusting the door closed
position

1. Mount the operator and fit the arm.
When closing the door notice the direction
of rotation of the disk. Put the program
selector on position MANUAL.

2. Switch the power on. A red LED will be lit
at the end of the operator

'-'- 3. Turn the disk to the closing direction
until the red led is extinguished.
It is possible to adjust the disk after this
procedure, but the red LED will not show
the position of the hole in the disk.
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ADJUSTMENT OF THE DOOR MOVEMENTS

Control unit adjustments and selections
Control unit:
When the mains supply is connected, the control unit immediately adopts the status
determined by the program selector and the opening pulses. Only the green OK
LEDis lit.

Press one of the. three buttons and the display will show the status of the door
operator. '

Display functions and program push
buttons:

The display comprises of two digital
displays, three LED'sand three push
buttons.
The left display section shows the status
of the program selector. When a
programme button is pressed, the digital
display lights up, indicating the status of
the program selector e.g. 0 = MANUAL,
1= AUTOor 2=OPEN.
The right-hand display section indicates
the status of opening pulses, the safety
sensor and the locking circuit.

Program selector I' pulse display
status

I ro~~~~ C)
Ixking circuit

impulse OutSIde

impulse inside

signoJ dot

;rnpulse oU1side
int"~bi1

SeJection+ S/A- Adjustment+

OK
oo
~

,--,, ,
'-I;

'--'.

Signal LED's

a) The green OK LED is lit when the mains supply
is connected to the door operator. The
normal operating status.

b) The yellow LED is not normally lit. The adjustment
LED is on when control point 0... 28 has been
selected using the selection + button.

Error c) The red Error LED when lit indicates an error
condition has occurred.

El = safety sensor fault; check the sensor connections
E3 = button error; check the sequencing (jumpers and connections)
ES = battery fault; check the battery
E8 = Eprom error; replace the control unit

9
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ADJUSTMENT OF DOOR MOVEMENTS

a)

I om8 I.
(;]11

- -

Selection+

Buttons:
a) Selection+ button

This button is used to call control points 0...28 onto
the display. With the light on the digital
display, press the Selection+ button for at least
3 seconds enabling yellow Adjustment LEDto light.
Digit 1 with a signal dot appears on the right-hand side
digital display to indicating the first control point.
Control points 0...28 can now be addressed by
pressing the Selection+ button. Should you wish to
reverse the control point, press the S/A- button.

I

o b)

~rn'° -° _I.

S/A-

~-) -------

Adjustmenl+

b) S/A- button

This button is used to select a lower control point
number from 0...28, or to decrease the value in the
control point.

c) Adjustment+ button

When the desired control point has been selected with
the Selection+ button, pressing the Adjustment+
button validates the control value and flashes on the
display.
The Adjustment LEDwill also flash, except for a sealed
control point. The signal dot disappears from the right-
hand side display.

NOTE!The control setting of sealed control points can
only be changed after first pressing the Adjustment+
button for at least 5 secondsfollowing which the
Adjustment LEDwill flash.

The control setting can be increased one step at a time
by pressing the Adjustment+ button, and decreased by
the S/A- button.
When the desired control setting is shown on the
display, press the Selection+ button. This will store the
control setting in memory and the digit indicating the
number of the next control point appears on the
display. The Adjustment LEDwill remain lit up but will
cease flashing. -

10
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CONTROL POINTS

f \

I
max. 100.

Control points and control values
Control points are presented in numerical order 0... 28. Study all the control points
to ensure the optimum possible operation of the door. Adjust the functions
ensuring the safety clutch does not slip.

0'

FactoryDescription
n:o va ue settinqI, ii

3".60[lij Opening direction: Starting point of final speed 40
. - . . ----- ... --_ ... _-- --_. - _ ...

n.1 3...60 Door open position 48.-
1-. .. .. __ . ._-- _ ..._- ... -.,

. I'
'C' 0.,,60 ClosIng direction: Starting point of final speed 101---':;

.. ..__ . .-. ._.,. _ . .-

'J 1.,,10 Operator's force (Sealed) 5L-='c
......;,-- _._"- .. ---- --------- _. .._-- .. _.-
LI,

0...15 Delay time for inside impulse 5d-_._ .. _._-- ..- -_ ... ---. ...- .- -rei
1.,,10 Opening speed 7cd,.__.- --_ . - . ---

~ 1...10 Opening direction: Final speed (Sealed) 5
.__ ....__ ..- . ."-- . - .- .. -n 0".60 Outside impulse: Hold open time 8L!J

...- -_. '. --

~ 1.,,10 Operator sensitivity (Sealed) 7
--- . . ._--_.- . --_._- -- ._...-

lUI 1.,,10 Closing speed 5L=i:
.- _ ...._ .._- _ . -- _ ... _-

[,TIl
1...10 Closing direction: Final speed 4c.Jj'u.:

.__ ._--- -- .._-[][] 0".10 Lock-up force (Sealed) 0

Control point Control
I
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CONTROL POINTS

Factory
tti

DescriptionControl point Control
In:o va ue se n{lDB 1...8 Safety feature sensitivity (Sealed) 4

DB] 1 or 0 Power-assisted manual opening a
f-._- - .0" - - .. -[]~ 0...2 Selection of arm (and restoring factory settings) (Sealed) 1

[][5]
. ----- .

0...2 Battery operation a

--Db] --

0...60 Power-assisted manual opening: hold open time 8
- -_._--"------- ._----- ._--_. -DC] 0...60 Inside impulse: Hold open time 8, I.

----_.__ . .._-
D[8J ,

1 or 0 Operation of lock control relay a
.. -- - ._- .. _.

DB 1 or 0 Closing direction: Safety feature aI -I.

B[jJ
.- ---

0...10 Hold-open force a_ .. ._-8fl 0...10 Pressure closed before opening a=.JLJ

laB
._---- -._- f-- ~

1...10 Lock control relay hold time 2

I liB] _.,--- _ ..- f- -

0...3 Sequencing (Sealed) a:c.1 ~.
'-- .._. - -

B~ >

1 or 0 Master (Sealed) a
- ---P[5Jt:J-1. 1 or O. Function of impulse a
--_. _ ..

BbJ a._.
Counter6553559 -B[] 0...60 45C I. Operating zone for safety sensor

BBJ 1 or 0 Program version

o

NOTE!When the control setting has been adjusted. acknowledge with the
Selec~on + button to store the new values in the memory.
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CONTROL POINTS

~

The opening angle, where the operator changes from initial speed"

~

":: to final speed. (1 digit ~ approx. 2°)U. '.= Ensure adequate angle for final speed!

[] L Hold open angle. (1 digit ~ approx. 2°)

=
., ::

The closing angle where the operator changes from initial speed

[2]
'.

"

~
to final speed, (1 digit ~ approx. 2°)

=' ",

01 The operator's force requires adjustment to suit door
weight. Use lowest possible value to ensure the smooth function nl=:'d of safety feature. ,,~

a Q) Delay ~ 0.. 15 seconds. When the operator receives the opening
impulse, the lock is released immediately but the door is delayed

I. LJ 0 in opening to accommodate for the locks release ..

0'I.

CJN
CJ~

Adjust the opening speed so that the safety feature is not activated,

Adjust the final speed in order so that the door stops at the open
position.

Hold-open time for outside impulse, Time starts when the door is in ')
open position, The outside impulse can be inhibited, Check page 20:
External connections

The acceleration of the door affects to smoothness of the operator
or how sharp the door reacts to e.g, wind pressure. Value 10 ~ fast
acceleration, Value 0 ~ slow acceleration.

SJ ~

[][Q] .'.'rA",~L

Adjust the closing speed so that the safety feature is not activated,

Adjust the final speed so that the door stop smoothly In its
closed position.

13



CONTROL POINTS

o

On
'Ui

DB

The operator keeps the door closed at preset force for
1 second following which this reduced to half of the preset
value. Value 0 = no lock-up force.

The safety. feature stops the door movement for 3
seconds If an obstacle is detected In the door movement
range. If the door is about to open, the operator will
attempt to open it (at intervals of 3 seconds) until the
open time has expired. If the door is about to close, the
door operator will attempt to close It five times at
intervals of 3 seconds and then five times at Intervals of
15 seconds. If the obstacle is still present, the operator
will attempt to close the door at intervals of 60 seconds.
8 corresponds to minimum sensitivity.

1 = on, 0 = off.
Power-assisted manual opening will function when the
door operator is set to automatic mode.

DB 1= Standard arm, 0= Sliding arm
2= Restoring the factory settings

[J6J 11 0= Off
1= Fire door use (closes only)
2= Full battery backup (opening & closing)
Check page 22; Battery operation

Db] CJ(!)L Hold open time for power-assisted manual opening.
Also in MANUAL and OPEN-mode, also for fire door use.

r) DO CJ(!)L Hold open time for inside impulse.

08
~

0= no operation for lock relay In MANUAL-mode
1= lock control relay activates when receiving an impulse

in MANUAL-mode

Os] W Selection of safety feature operation in closing direction
0= the door stops
1= the door stops and reopens.

.8[0] t The hold open force drives the door for example to a

c:J
door stop.

14
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CONTROL POINTS

BD LJ, Li

BS Q)~

88 ~

l

l

The operator drives the door against the closed position for a
preset value of 1 second.

Fire doors - adjust the lock control relay hold time to a minimum.

Sequencing
1 = Opening and closing sequencing for pair of rebated doors

The master door opens first and then the slave.
The slave door closes first and then master door.
All impulses are connetcted to the master.

2 = Sequential opening (stepwise opening)
Used in two doors following each other. The first door opens
from impulse and commands the second door to open.
The opening delay of the second door is adjusted in control
point 4. Note! The inside impulse connection is not operational.

3 = Interlock controlled doors
Used in two door following each other. The first door opens
from impulse and the second door opens from impulse after
the first door Is fully closed.
The bolt information is needed in connectors 10 and 11.

MASTER
Master operator for double doors
o = No operation/slave operator
1 = Master operator

= l Function of impulse
0= Normal
1 = The first impulse opens the door,

second closes the door
The operator holds the door open until hold open time
expires or there is a closing impulse. Note! If hold open
time is set to 60 seconds, the operator remains open
until the second impulse is activated.

15



CONTROL POINTS

o

VERSION

The counter indicates number of openings.

The fixed obsticles in safety sensor zone can be
excluded by adjusting the area smaller than the
door open position.

Dlspalys the program version.
0= DA400 Europe
1= DA400 UL (North America)

16



BATTERY OPERATION

Battery operation is possible by addition of a battery or batteries and battery
adapter to the operator. During a power failure the operator will revert to the
chosen battery operation mode. See Control point 15.

Fire door use; when there is a smoke alarm fitted the operator reverts to MANUAL
mode, following which the door closes after a preset delay. During a smoke alarm
the door is opened manually and closes automatically after a preset delay (control
point 16).

Full battery backup; The operator and devices connected will operate during a
power failure. The operation time depends on number of openings and the current
draw of the devices fitted.

Normal number of openings is about 30 with 24V backup. The 12V batteries can be
used for doors not needing the 24V during power failure.

Note! If battery is connected, put the battery operation ON.If battery operation Is not
selected the battery will not be charged,

Adding batteries

Fire door use: DA131 (1 pes 12V/2.2Ah + battery adapter)

Full battery back up: DA132; 24VDC (2 pcs 12V/0.7Ah + battery adapter)
DA131; 12VDC(1 pes 12V/2.2Ah + battery adapter)

Spare part batteries: 7891/000000; 12VDC/2.2Ah
DA130; 2 pes 12V/0.7Ah

Battery test

12VI07M
12ViO.JM I

When the power is switched on, the control unit tests the battery by loading it
. for a 30 second period. If battery is found to be correct, it will be tested regulary
every 12 hours. Should the voltage be under 13 V (26 V), the test should be
continued until it has been charged to over 13 V.

When the red battery LED is flashing ...

A flashing red LEDindicates a possible discharged battery. Test battery by
settin~ the control point 15 to 0 and switching the power off and on. When
selecting the battery operation, the operator tests batteries, if battery voltage is
over 13 Volts (26V). If the LEDstarts to flash, replace the battery.

22
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BATTERY OPERATION

Fire door use; when there is a smoke alarm fitted the operator reverts to MANUAL
mode, following which the door closes after a preset delay. During a smoke alarm
the door is opened manually and closes automatically after a preset delay. Adjust
the delay to minimum (control point 16).

When fire door use is chosen, the battery is checked by the operator and the
following should be noted:

2.0V

BATTERY VOLTAGE
13.0 V

The operator tests
the battery

Battery operation will
not function

The battery is tested if the
voltage rises above 13 V it
is operational.
If the voltage does not rise
above 13 V in 24 hour period,
the battery should be
replaced

The test made by the operator: The battery is loaded with 0.4 A test load for a
30 second period. If the battery voltage drops under U.S V, the battery is
found unsuitable => a red LEDflashes at the end of the operator indicating this
state. Battery alarm relay activates in the fire adapter.

o

During power failure ....

The open door is closed and the operator reverts to low-energy state. In this
condition the operator is activated when door is opened manually and closes
the door after a preset delay (control point 16).

When power failure ends ....

The operator will remain in low-energy state. To re-enegise the operator a single
manual opening is required following which it will revert to the selected
program selector mode.

National requirements

To e.g meet the UL requirements see page 27 Fire door system according UL
requirements.

23
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BATTERY OPERATION

12 V Full battery backup; The operator and devices connected will operate during
a power failure. The operation time depends on number of openings and the current
draw of the devices fitted.

When battery backup ;s chosen, the battery is checked by the operator and the
following should be noted:

2.0V
BATTERYVOLTAGE

13.0 V

The operator tests
the battery

Battery operation will
not function

The battery is tested if the
voltage rises above 13 V it
is operational.
If the voltage does not rise
above 13 V In 24 hour period,
the battery should be
replaced

The test made by the operator: The battery is loaded with 0.4 A test load for a
30 second period. If the battery voltage drops under 11.5 V, the battery is
found unsuitable = > a red LEDflashes at the end of the operator indicating this
state.

During power failure ....

The operator and devices connected will operate normally. The red LEDstarts
to blink.

WHEN BATTERYVOLTAGE DROPS UNDER
8.0 V 10.5 V

,r'\,

The operator stops Low-energy state:
The door is opened manually
and the operator closes door.

When power failure ends ....

The red LEDstops blinking. If the operator stays in low-energy state, one
manual opening is required to re-enegise the operator to chosen program
selector mode.

24



BATTERY OPERATION

24 V Full battery backup; The operator and devices connected will operate during
a power failure. The operation time depends on number of openings and the current
draw of the devices fitted. .

When battery backup use is chosen, the battery is checked by the operator and the
following should be noted:

BATTERYVOLTAGE
15 V 26 V

()
Battery operation is
set to 12V battery

The battery is tested If the
voltage rises above 26 V it
is operational.
If the voltage does not rise
above 26 V in 24 hour period,
the battery should be
replaced

The operator tests
the battery

The test made by the operator: The battery is loaded with 0.8 A test load for a
10 second period. If the battery voltage drops under 23 V, the battery is
found unsuitable = > a red LED flashes at the end of the operator indicating this
state.

During power failure .. ,.

The operator and devices connected will operate normally. The red LEDstarts
to blink.

WHEN BATTERYVOLTAGE DROPS UNDER
17 V 20 V

The operator halts Low-energy state:
The door is opened manually
and the operator closes door.

When power failure ends ....

The red LEDstops blinking.If the operator stays in low-energy state, one manual
opening is required to re-enegise the operator to chosen program selector mode.

Note I In battery use the continious load in 24V output must not exceed 200 mA.
Do not use the Lock-up force (control point 11).
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BATTERY ADAPTER

In the adapter there is two relay outputs and one input.
The outputs are power alarm and battery alarm. The input is for connecting
smoke detectors. The power alarm indicates if there is a power failure and the
battery alarm indicates if the battery voltage drops under 11.5V.

~O ~ POWl:RAlARM

~O ~ BATTERYAlARM

"'J

!

\

Ii

The jumper is off

•The jumper is on

1
2
3
4

~ ~ FUlEDETECTOR(N.C.iN.O. relay output)

Fire detector input:
If the jumper is on.
the adapter requires N.O
output from the fire detector
(otherwise N.e)

Battery alarm keep
If the jumper is on,
the battery alarm stays
on until the reset-button
is pressed. (otherwise
there is no keep function)

Battery alarm reset
Push to reset the alarm on the
adapter

CONTROL
UNIT

Red
B k
I

27 0
26 0

+ 25 "iii
- 24 0
+ 23 0
- 22 ez;

21 .0..
20 0
19 0
3 0

CONNECTION IN FUll BAITERYBACK-UP

BATTERYADAPTER
WMe 950596

R
Yellow
Blue ~ ~ ~O ~ POWERAlARM

Block 3 0
4 0
5 0

<2l 5 6 0

Q) 7
<2l 8
o 9
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